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An organized detailed-oriented, and conscientious Sales Associate/ Overnight 
Stocker, able to strategize and prioritize effectively to accomplish multiple tasks and 
stay calm under pressure. An effective leader, skilled in enlisting the support of all 
team members in aligning with the project and organizational goals. Creative, 
resourceful and flexible, able to adapt to changing priorities and maintain a positive 
attitude and strong work ethic. To bring success with me into the workforce, by 
applying previous skills learned to a new career.

EXPERIENCE

Cashier Overnight Stocker
ABC Corporation - AUGUST 2014 – PRESENT

 Responsibilities include receiving and stacking of store merchandise 
and verifying the same with the items listed in the purchase order.

 Sorting the goods and merchandise and assigning relevant price tags 
and labels to the same.

 Maintaining regular inventory counts and keeping a record of all 
stored goods.

 Synchronizing work functions with co-workers and other departments 
of the establishment.

 Reporting discrepancies such as loss and damage of goods to the 
supervising manager.

 Ensuring that the goods are replenished on the sale floor before the 
opening of the store.

 Operating department equipment and tools. Keeping sales floor and 
backroom clean, orderly and free from safety hazards, reporting 
faulty equipment and hazards to management.

Overnight Stocker 
ABC Corporation - MAY 2013 – AUGUST 2014

 Worked with co-workers as a team to ensure customer satisfaction 
and a pleasant work environment.

 Unloaded the trucks, opened containers, stocked shelves, ran 
overstock on risers and rotated product.

 Monitored for miss-picked items, reviews product outs, wrong 
deliveries, etc.

 Organized stock for greatest efficiency, cleaned and restocked 
damaged items.

 Tagged the shelves with overstock in the back room and understock 
drawers.

 Reported all new or different items for the scanning coordinator for 
input into the system.

 Maintained strict adherence to department and company guidelines 
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related to personal hygiene and dress.

EDUCATION

 High School Diploma - 2012 (Ardmore High School)

SKILLS

Home Health Aide, General Labor, Data Entry, Stocker, Commercial Drivers License
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